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IPC works for disarmament
by James L. Klncnld,
The University News
"So many groups are working
for the same end with no unify-
ing factor. There's not even a
calendar. We want to let more
people know what's happening
and boost turnout," he said.
Sanda said he wants to produce
acalendar and a monthlynewslet-
ter offering information and
'announcing the activities of
groups which have similar
philosophies.
Area peace groups have
responded to the IPC, "really
well. We have received con-
siderable help from area groups.
They approve of the coalition,
and the other groups are very ex-
cited," Sanda said. '
"No official affiliation or en-
dorsement (by other groups) of
the IPC is necessary. We arc do-
ingthe other groups a service by
coordinating activities, "he said.
According to Sanda, the IPC
may sponsor more non-violent
protest workshops such as the one
held for the Jan. 21 protest. "We
would riever protest violently,
although civil disobedience isn't
out of the question," he added.
In case Congress approves the
SIS,the IPC is considering a pro-
gram for people who cannot af-
ford civil disobedience, Sanda'
said. For the would-be protester
who cannot afford the expense
and time of sitting in jail, the IPC
will help by matching donations
to bail others out of jail, he said.
, Sanda said another program
the IPC is considering, dependerit
on Congressional funding of the
SIS, is a pro-SIS march. "The
marchers will bc acting as SIS
supporters," he said. "They will
be wearing costumes and make- ,
up suggestive of people who have '
been through a nuclear war."
"Our goal is just to let people
know what's happening in human
rights," Sanda said.
The IPC meets in the Student
Union Annex every Thursday at
I p.rn, Anyone interested in
volunteering or becoming 'a
member may attend.
,.,
The Idaho Peace Coalition,
previously the BSU Chapter of
the Snake River Alliance, was of-
ficially recognized by ASBSU
Jan. 25, IPC President Joel San-
da said.
As its first function, the IPC
sponsored the Jan. 21 "March to
the Statehouse." Four hundred
people attended the protest
. against the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory and the
Special Isotope Separator, a pro-
posed plutonium refinery, to be
built' at the INEL in' eastern
Idaho.
"We arc open to any group hav-
ing a demonstration or meeting
against nuclear weapons," Sanda
said. "The IPC is operi to
anybody with an idea to make a
better, peaceful 'world. Our initial
focus is against war," he added.
Environmental and anti-hunger
groups also arc welcome, Sanda
said. '
Black male enrollment declines
(CPS)-Despite intense recruiting
efforts, there were fewer black men
on U.S. campuses in 1986 than in
1976, according to a new census,
Some 470,000 black men were
enrolled in colleges in 1976, the
American Council on Education
reported Jan. 16, compared to
, 436,000 in I~86. , ,
ACE member David Merkowitz
said he found the decline
"alarming."
'The enrollment of black women
stayed about the same-5.2 percent
of the total U.S.' college student
population.', .'
10 bring in more black men, the
ACE report says campuses, must
develop "comprehensive programs With the the cost of tuition jump-
designed to recruit, retain and ing steadily in recent years, many
: graduate a more culturally and racial- black men may Opt instead to join
I)' diverse population." , the military or get a jobaftcr high
Marilyn Frahm, a spokeswoman, school, she said.
for Michigan's Saginaw Valley State "We know historically that blacks
University, said pressures to increase and other low-income groups are
academic standards' may have much more reluctant to, take out
sabotaged those goals. loans," according to J: Carter, who
"Secondary school systems are co-authored the report with Reginald
often not as strong in geographic Wilson. As federal student aid pro-
areas high in minority populations," grams have shifted in emphasis from
she said. ,"That puts those students grants to loans, she said, black-men
at' adisadvantage when theyreach .are "'not willing to take out a $5,000
the college level. It's a case of con- ,
flictinggoals: Making academic sian. See' 'Enrollment. '
dards more rigorous while making' page twelve
higher education more accessible,"
USSR-tr~p
See page ten' f()r details.Inside
AI comes to campus
Baines said that AI is impartial as
to '!Vhom and how it helps. If II per-
son is detained in a communist coun-
try, the groups chosen to work on the
case would not both be from
democratic nations.
According-to Baines, the BSU AI
chapter currently is involved with two
cases. One involves a Singapore
lawyer who had been suspected of
being part of a plot to overthrow the
government. She made a forced con-·
fession which said she and other were
involved. Baines said the plot had
been contrived by government
officials. '
In April, 1988, she and the others
made a statement that they were in-
nocent. The next.day she was placed
in solitary confinement for seven
months. Last month, aftersheap-
pealed again; a judge ruled that she
should be released. '
On the day of her release, however,
her family waited, only for herto be
rearrested as she exited the building,
he said. .
, Baines said he and his group have
continually written the government
and members of the woman's' family
in the attempttoget her released.
Baines said he was not certain if the
woman knew that she was getting
help from AI.
_ The other case theBSU group is
working on involves a Moroccan
merchant who disappeared in .1976.
After many letters, Moroccan
government officials still refuse to
recognize that the merchant ever ex-
isted. Baines said his group believes
the merchant maybe dead;
Baines said AI will not assist peo-
ple who usc violence to promotetheir
views. _
Al also is not affiliated with any
political party or movement and on-
See. ~mnesty,'
page twelve
by Kathleen Cressler
The University News
The association of big-name per"
formers such as Sting and Peter
Gabriel withAmnesty International
is common knowledge, but knowing
who promotes Al is not the same as
knowing what Al docs, and many
- people may know one but not the
other.
Al was organized approximately
25 years ago, according to BSIJ Al
Coordinator Cliff Baines. A British
lawyer organized the group after
hearing about a Portuguese student
who had been arrested for express-
ing his political views.
According to Baines, AI has three
mandates: The release of prisoners of
conscience; all imprisioned people
should be able to obtain a prompt
and fair trial; and ending torture and'
the death penalty.
Baines said,' ','The, death penalty
issue is the most emotional in this
state. ,,' Al members consider the
death penalty to be a cruel form of
punishment.
Al supports the United Nations
declaration that all, people have
natural human .rights, Baines said.
The organization is based inLon-
don, where cases arc presented,
Baines said. Once approved, cases are '
forwarded '<J local and national
groups. A usual case involves a per-
son who is detained for his 01' her
political beliefs or tortured. That in-
dividual is "adopted" by a local
group, and letters are written to the
government of the country where
thatperson is being held, to his or
her family members and friends and,
in some cases, to the person.
Al usually gives two cases to each
chapter; however; more can be taken
on if requested, One is,case is always
handled bytwodifferenLgroups,
Baines said.
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Screen yourfilm,orv.ideo
. .;
The Helena FlIm Society in Helena, Mont.. has opened the call
for film and video makers in the states of Montana, Idaho, Wyom-
ing, North and South Dakota and the Canadian provinces of Saskat-
chewan, Alberta and British Columbia to enter their best work in
a juried competition as part of the 1989 Montana Film and Video
Festival. The deadline for entries is Aprill, 1989. The winning films
. and videos will be screened as part of the Festival, which will be
held April 28·30 at Second Story Cinema in Helena, Mont.
Films and videos entered will compete in eight categories-
commereial and non-commercial divisions of documentary,
dramatic, experimental or animation. --,
Competition entries will be judged by a panel of media experts.
Winners in each category will recieve plaques and runners up will
receive certificates. The judges will also distribute $1000 in cash
prizes at their discretion. Expression of vision, creativity and quality
of execution will be key criteria in the judging.
For more information about the competitionorother festival
events, call or write Second Story Cinema, 9 Placer, Helena, MT
~ 59601, 406-443-0287.
Faculty members awarded
In its second annual Faculty Recognition Awards ceremony, BSU's
College of Arts and Sciences honored four Arts and Sciences faculty
members for distinguished contributions.
Tilt: 1983 recipient of the College of Arts and Sciences Award
for Distinguished Teaching is Professor Monte Wilson of the
Department of Geology and Geophysics. Speaking on behalf of
the selection committee, Arts and Sciences Dean Daryl Jones said.
he commended Wilson's "ouistanding record of teaching excellence'
that bridges undergraduate, graduate and science education areas.
He routinely gains the admiration of students for his ability to teach
a course that is strong, rigorous and well-organized, but tempered
with a sense of humor and a warmth and concern for the
individual. "
The 1988 recipient of the College of Arts and Sciences Award
for Distinguished Research in the Sciences or Mathematics is Pro-
fessor Marc Bechard of the Department of Biology. In presenting
the award, Jones said Bechard "is internationally recognized for
his research endeavors with raptors."
The 1988 recipient of the College of Arts and Sciences Award
for Distinguished Research or Creative Activity in thc Arts or
Humanities is Professor Alan Brinton of the Department of
Philosophy. Jones cited Brinton's national reputation as "a leading
contemporary authority on rhetorical topics. He has a distinguished
record of publications in national refereed journals and has been
highly commended for his participation with distinction in national
and international symposia."
The 1988 recipient of the College of Arts and Sciences Award
for Professionally-related Service is Professor Jack Dalton of the
Department of Chemistry. Jones said Dalton, since arriving at Boise'
Junior College in 1958, "has most generously given of his time and
effort in the development of policies and procedures for Boise State
University. His on-campus service activities include Chair of the
Faculty Senate, Chair of the Curriculum Committee for nine years,
Chair of the Chemistry Department for 17 years, and continuous
service on the athletic advisory board since 1971." "
Recipients of the awards were selected by a faculty committee.
Each received a cash honorarium and a commcmormive plaque.
PIPP posters win award
College Media Review has judged BSU's Poetry in Public Places
posters one of the best graphic ideas to come out of American col-
leges in 1988.
1\vo of the P1PP posters were published in the magazine's special
.issue on "The Best Design Ideas 1988." Over 500 entries were receiv- ,
ed by the magazine's editorial board, comprised of faculty from
the nation's colleges. The magaziue features the best of college
magazines, newspapers, yearbooks and graphics.
The 1988 PIPP posters were designed by BSU Printing and
Graphics Manager Sally Stevens and English Professor and PIPP
founder Tom Trusky. The P1PP posters are-distributed free to
schools, libraries and public buildings throughout 'Idaho:
ALL BSU
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Science center open
I))' Rosemary E. Hardin
The University Nell's
There is a submarine periscope on
. board which allows users 10 surrcp-
tiiiously view the activities of
downtown Boise and other parts of
the city. Two exhibits, which
volunteer Mary Lu Anderson said are
the most popular, arc based 011 iner-
tia and perpetual motion.
Patrons twirl in place while siuing
or standing.
An exhibit of magnetic sand also
is popular. Visitors can discover what
happens when the sand comes into
contact with the display's magnets.
"Kids really gel a charge out of the
magnetic sand," Anderson said.
Some of the other exhibits include
experiments in sound and hearing,
sight and touch, a huge bubble
machine, a vat of "boiling" sand and
a boll led wave, to name a few.
The DCI is open Thursday and
Friday, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., and Saturday
and Sunday, noon-4 p.m. Ar-
rangcmcnts can be made for scout
troops, classes and even birthday par-
ties. Memberships arc available. For
more information, call the DCI at
343-9895.
"I hear and I forget; I see and 1
remember; 1 do and I understand."
At the Discovery Center of Idaho,
a hands-on science museum, visitors
come to experience and enjoy science
and, in the, process. gain an
understanding of some of life's
mysteries.
The DCI, which is across Julia
Davis Park from BSU. opened its
doors in December. Since then, over
100 children and adults have poured
"through the doors daily during the
four days of the week the DCI is
open, according to DCI volunteer Jill
Hummel.' ,
Currently, there are nearly 50 ex-
hibits on display. One, "The Conver-
sation Piece,'!'is an unusual item. It
is a six foot air-filled balloon which
sits on the floor. Chairs arc located
on either side of the balloon facing
each other. When one person talks,
the person on the other side of the
balloon can clearly hear what the
other is saying, as if listening to a
loud speaker. The balloon magni Iics
the sound.
Keith Johnson explalns II pendulum pen to Monroe Elementary students lit the Discovery Center of Idaho.
Photo by Brian Boekor
Book says professors overpaid
According to Dr. Jonathan Knight
of the American Association of
University Professors, Sykes's idea, if
. put into action, would destroy
academic freedom.
Without the job security tenure
gives them, Knight said, the best pro-
fessors would move on to where the
real money is, private industry.
"If you're a .cornputcr. scientist
.carning $50,000 a year at a universi-
ty without tenure," Knight said,
"why should you stay when you can
go' to the Silicon Valley and get
$100.000 and also don't have
tenure?" . -
Sex-ed pralJk kills bird
(CPS)-Professors who read,
Charles Sykes' Pro/sci/ill might be
upset. This hotly debated expose
depicts academicians as overpaid,
undcrworkcd prima donnas .who
"almost singlchandedly ... destroyed
Ihe university as a center for
learning. "
TIllY have been made tilt and com-
placent by tenure, the book says,"
which frees them to abandon their
students in favor of chasing money
and prestige through office politick-
ing, useless research. and big grants.
"They 'have distorted university
curriculums to uccomodutc their own
narrow and selfish interests," Sykes
says,
These interests arc so trendy that
they produce "curriculums that look
like they were designed by a game
show host," Sykes added. .
Sykes says professors lire respon-
sible for such ills as "pseudoscience,' ,
"junkthink " und"twist(ing) the
ideals of academic freedom into a
system in which they arc accountable
to no one."
Sykes says this can be changed by
eliminating tenure ..
(CI'S)-A prankster disrupted
a human sexuality class at the
Univcrstiy of Washington Jan. 9
by throwing a live rooster from
the classroom balcony and
shouting. "Suck my cock."
The rooster died when it hit the
11001'.
UW campus police arc in-
vestigating the incident,.
Psychology 210 Lecturer Lois
McDermott said. . .
McDermott said similar in-
cidents have happened every term
she has taught the class, but the
rooster has been released so it
lands safely, This quarter's is the
first fatality. .
"This time I forgot tolook out ..
for it, and was feeling pretty bad
that I forgot to warn the'
students." she said.
McDcrmott said she should
have known the prank was draw-
ing ncar. J ustbcfore class, a
young man gave her a plate 011
which a banana and two oranges
were arranged to look like male
genitalia, announcing, "I just
wanted to give you this."
Baptist school bans calender to avoid 'playboy' image
(Cf'Sj-e-Adminlstrutors at Loui-
siana College have hulled sales of a
fundraising calendar featuring cam-
pus students in bathing suits, fearing
it was giving the Baptist school a
"playboy" image.
Aimed at raising money for the
college's chorus. the "Men of 'Lou i-
sianu College" calendar, which cam-
pus President Robert L. Lynn said
. was as "about.as scintillating as a
Scars catalog," was tame enough
that the local Alexi/f/(/ria Daily ]bUIll
Talk published u photo from it.
The photo, of a male student in a
hot tub with two female classmates,
. generated complaints.
Lynn said he decided 1\.1 halt sales
of the calendar lIfter others advised
himit could give the BOO-student col-
lege, which is supported by the Louc
siana Baptist Conventi'on. a playboy
image.
Such images ·can be troublesome ,II
schools funded by the Southern Bap-
tist Convention.. After Playboy
magazine determined that Mercer
Univer~ity, a Baptist campus, was
among the top "party schools" in the
nation in 1987. literalists in the
Georgia Baptist Convention
mounted an unsuccessful campaign
to replace Mercer's trustees with
more conservative church members.
Calendars have caused troubles at
other campuses, but usually fordif-
ferent reasons. .
Penn State University officials
banned a "Women of Lion Country"
calendar from its bookstore after
stude.nts said it was offensive to
women.
ed them, but some students said they
agreed with Lynn's view of its,
modesty.
Kandy Key, one of the women in
the hot tub picture, said her mother
and members oCher church teased
her about the photo, "but basically
they didn't sec anything wrong with
it."
Another student in the hot tub
photo. John C Smith, said of the
notoriety the incident was giving
him, "I love it. I'm becoming a cult
star. "
Calendars featuring photos of
nude or semi-nude students provok-
ed angry protests at the Universities
of Illinois and Texas-Austin during
the 1987-B8 school year, but they
stflyed on sale.
. More recentlY-Ohio State officials
removed a similar "Men of the
Scarlet and Gray" from its eanipus
stores because it used OSU's logos,
emblems and trademarks without
permission.
Only 23 Lousiana College calen-
dars had been sold when Lynn hann"
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Human rights declaration
should be observed in Jdaho
In 1948; the United Nations adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
and "called upon all Member countries to publicize the text of the Declaration and
'to cause it to be disseminated, displayed, read and expounded principally in schools
and other educational institutions, without distinction based on the political status
of countries or territories,' .. according to pamphlet-sized copies of thedeclara-
tion distributed at the organizational meeting of the BSU Chapter of Amnesty
International.
10 this day, some member countries of the United Nations not only do not free-
Iy disseminate the declaration, but are in active violation of many of its precepts.
, For example, Article 3 states, "Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security
of person." Article 5 states, "No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, in-
human or degrading treatment or punishment." Article 9 states, "No one shall
be subjected to arbitrary arrest, detention or exile."
We think everyone would agree the persecution of dissidents by many govern-
ments violates the above-quoted rights, as does the "banning" of activists such
as Winnie Mandela in South Africa. Amnesty International seeks to stop such viola-
tions, and it would seem, from the instructions given by the United Nations, it is
our duty as free people to assist in the effort. It does not taken great deal of time
and money to write a letter, and letter-writing campaigns do help prisoners of
conscience. '
We also find it disturbing that the declaration is not freely disseminated in public
schools in this state. High school students are required to take a year of American
government, including studies of the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights. Why
is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights omitted? After all, it also applies
to Americans. '
It was in the United States, in 1852, that Wendell Phillips told the Massachusetts
Anti-Slavery Society, "Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty." That statement is
no less true today. I f we do not want to lose our liberty, or see others lose theirs,
we must fight to protect it. W(~arc glad to see a chapter of Amnesty International
at BSU, and we hope many students will attend its meetings and become involved.
We would like to sec the university, as an educational institution, publicize and
expound the declaration. Perhaps next year could be the Year of Human Rights
at BSU.
.~~, Lt1 Hlt-\S\.EEP\ ru RUN 1'HE 5EOOEU'
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GOP not traditionally ed
backers, but making progress
by Rick Overton
special to The University Neil'S
Observers of last fall's legislative cam-
paigns could hardly help but notice the
prevalence of education issues in everyone's
platform. That is-not to say theyall agreed
on anyrhing-s-Iar from it. But the real beliefs
of candidates werealwaysclouded in safe and
digestible campaign rhetoric. Now that the
House and Senate have finally come to town,
. it is all too obvious what is actually going on.
Traditionally, with the capable leadership
of Gov. Cecil Andrus, the Democratic
minorities of both houses have waved the flag
of education reform. All the while, conscr-
vativc GOP majorities have denied that any
need for reform exists. That leavesme guess-
ing whether these arc the same Republicans
who have this session adopted the language
. of the reform-minded as their own. Actual-
ly, the answer is very simple. In the words of
Democratic Sen. Ron Bcitelspachcr, "What
a diffcrcnce a day can make, Especially when
it is Election Day."
In campaigns heavily weighted with
flowery education rhetoric, the GOP gave up
three Senate scats to a rising tide of
, Democrats. In the House, Jim Hansen over-
took 14-term House Majority Leader Jack
Kenncvick ina grass-roots campaign which
focused upon thc growing needs of an evolv-
ing constituency. The most urgent of those
needs, Hansen adeptly pointed out, was a
child'sright to educational opportunities.
Nowthat the legislative season has begun,
we are witnessing the token two weeks of
posturing as both sides try to claim the higher
ground on issues; Senate Democrats should
not have to prove allegiance to education
issues which they have kept alive through the
past years of conservative policy-making
da;kness. Yet that is what they did two
Fridays ago when they released their agenda
for education improvements.
Dubbed the three E's-equality, excellence
and early intervention-Democratic pro-
~o~als echoed past attempts at dealing with
~Idl~ulouslrlow teacher salaries, encourag-
mg innovauon at the local level rational over-
sight at the state level, and the need for long-
term goals. By the time the weekendwas over,
GOP leaders responded with their own pro-
posal which danced over many of the same
issues, added some pretty-sounding fiIler and
advanced some interesting ideas which have
yet to be tried in this state. Guess who got
themost press coverage? '
Sometimes I find myself feelingas if I were
in a dream when I hear things such as House
Education Chair janet Hay talking about
education, in terms like "traditional
Republican issues." Yet to step back, one has
Letters to the editor shouid be typed,
double-spaced and no longer than 500 words
(approximately two typed pages). The letters
must be signed and a telephone number must
be provided for our verification procedures.
We reserve the right to edit letters for spelf-
Ing,punctuation,· grammar, 'length and
libelous or offensive content.
"
to marvel at the revitalization of good, old-
fashioned democracy in Idaho. Education is
not at the top of the GOP agenda byucci-
dent. It is there because the opposition par-
ty was striking a chord in the hearts of the
citizens of Idaho. Even the most stubborn
stalwart will listel! to the people \~hcn
threatened with having his or her majority
. standing taken away.
Still, not everything at the legislature in,
vitcs such skepticism. Both sides of the aisles'
arc very impressed with the even-handed
leadership of new Senate President Pro Tem-
pore Mike Crapo: Janet Hay as the House
Education Chair is a notable improvement
over years past. Her aggressive approach has
included breaking her committee into sub-
committee workgroups to address specific
topics. But the punehline to all of this re-
mains, "Great; and its about time!" The rest
of thc country realized the need for COlli'
prehensive education reform following thc
1983publication of A Nation at Risk by the
Department of Education. Let us hope that
six years is as long as it will take to realize
thc future in this state.
There is a notable lack of discussion on
issues iri higher education. Ironically, one
, that has come up is a proposal for splitting
the State Board of Education because it
spends 100 much time talking about colleges
and universities. Since primary and secon-
dary education get about three times the state
funding' and serve far more of the public,
many think that it is time to at least givethem
their own board.
BSU President John Keiser continues to
take lumps from the rest of the state over fun-
ding for the College of Technology.'In Boise,
it is hard to understand that rural Idaho
despises this city. Ever)' move to expand the
university is interpreted as an outright usur-
pation of the U of I or an act of the devil
himself. Students could do worse than openly
support state funding for the construction of
the College of 'Iechnology facility at Univer-
sity Olive and Manitou Streci. This is going
to be one issue on which BSU needs all the
help. and unity it can get.
Although some of the fancy name-calling
of old has yet to appear (there aren't any
"queer lovers" on the scene yet), there is great
promise for fireworks. Boise Sen. Rachel
Gilbert has founded thisyear's foot-in-mouth
club with an ultimatum to the governor that
he should deliver his state of the budget
message earlier so as to shorten the session.
Perhaps she will pause from her toe-sucking
long enough to realize that sessions havebeen
noticeably brief under Andrus's reign.
But then again, it is the bursts of irra-
tionality which make watching the legislature
so much fun. '
". J • j
The editorial staff encourages' readers,
whether studentS, faculty. or community
members, to respond to any of the,contents
of the newspaper, as well as subjects of
general interest.
The stoff will make every effort to print
alf letters which meet the policY requirements.
, ,
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This Is what hoppens during the off-
season at the Idoho Shakespeare
Festival's outdoor theater In
ParkCenter. No wonder they only per-
form In the summer-A Midwinter
Night's Dream?Pholo b~ Mark P. Janos
Farnemangrateful for Muses' latest release
by Steve Farneman
The University News
In the world of science; the geometric pro.
. cess ofstretchieg ultimately results In chaos.
In the music world, Throwing Muses stretch
folk, funk and punk sounds Into .something
simultaneously unnerving and pleasurable
with an occasional touch of the chaotic which
always grabs one's ears.
Throwing Muses's fifth vinyl release
Hunkpapa conti-iues where last year's House
Tornado left off. It alms at taking this young
band to a wider audience while maintaining
their fresh, invigorating sound and free-form
lyrics of poetic realism,
Hunkpapa shows improved playing and ex-
pandcd sound (occasional synth fills and a
horn section on the album closer, "Take")
since Throwing Muse's stunning 1986 self.
titled debut, released by England's 4AD label.
With songs having different emotionally
entwined parts and varied musical settings-
the jaunty swipe at imperialists, '~merica
(She Can't Say No)," to one of the most
violent ballads ever written, "Delicate CUI-
tcrs"):""their debut sounded as though the
Muses had just flown in from tfie moon.,
Kristin Hersh is the chic songwriter for the
band and the voice behind most of the songs.
Her lyrics have an honest and passionate ap-
proach that is very descriptive and visual, as
well as being unpretentious.
Her clever writing style is expressed
through the struggling characters of "Fall
Down" when she sings: "I showed this guy
my pictures/He said they didn't breathe/I
said I painted them that way/Kind of hang.
ing on his sleeve."
Tanya Donelly is the band's other
songwriter, and her two contributions' to
Hunkpapa (the soft,creepy "Dragonhead"
and the playful pop of "Angel") are stand-
outs as well. Bassist Leslie' Langston and
drummer David Narcizo round out the
-band's intriguing line-up with Hersh and
Donelly handling the guitars and vocals.
The album's biggest surprise is that it con-
tains their first bona-fide hit-single bid. "Diz-
zy" is a travelogue through the American
. West and one of the catchiest songs to come
around in a long, long time. "Dizzy" has a
hook and chorus which will bite you hard
and not lct go. If there is even a thimbleful
of justice on this globe, it will be a huge hit.
I kinda doubt it, though.
The Muses.also have fun with "Mania,"
a quirky (an overused word when speaking
of this band) trip through some kind ofrock-
and-roll acid house. Hersh uses her dear flex-
ible voice to sing: "Hallucinate/I need an um-
brella/If I'm gonna go insane." She then
turns around and invites everyone to "move
your hips" inventing a new dance that could
be called the "rat," Weird.
Throwing Muses stretch the world around
them into' songs of intelligent introspection·
arid unbridled imagination backed with an
engaging guitar jangle. With Hunkpapa I
wish I could run into them on the street cor-
ner and say, "Thank you." .
They're a band to watch out for in '89.
'Beachest overdone emQtionally, too lengthy
by cnrr Hail
The University News
If you've seen Beaches, loved it and can't
. remember being more moved, don't read on.
If you love Bette Midler, Barbara Hershey or
Garry Marshall movies, continue only if you
don't mind reading negative notes.
Ihave enjoyed someof Bette Midler's past
films. She deserved thc Academy Award
nomination for her motion picture debut in
The Rose, and she killed me in Ruthless Peo-
ple. Asa singer, I think she's wonderful. Bar- .
bara Hershey was a delight uiHannah and
Her Sisters. Her excellence in The Entity was
obvious, and she has always been one of the
most captivating creatures in cinema. And
The Flamingo Kid, one of Garry Marshall's
first big screen films, was on my list as one
of the best (If 1984. All of this is the. basis
for my disappointment with Beaches.
First of eil; Beaches was never aprojeet. for
which Marshall should have been considered.
It is delicate material, a piece of blown glass
so fragile that a slight wind could destroy it.
After watching Beaches, I felt the direc-
tor had blown it in more ways than one. For
example,' he creates so many inconsistent
moods and auras that one isn't Sure which
feeling was intended for any particular mo-
merit. Are we supposed to be laughing at the
absurdity ami yet falling for tbe "realism"?
It is upsetting that such 'creative people
were used so poorly. The photography is ex-
quisite; but beautiful sunsets on beaches do
not a pretty movie make, even with a
gorgeous star in the shot. And the music of
Georges Delerue, a particular favorite of mine
is fine, except that it is covered up by obscene
"mood moments" in which a certain-piece
of music is repeated for cil1otional effect.
As soon as one· feels onemay be in for a
nice ambience,. Marshall turns around and
hits us with a jarring musicillnumber or tries
to pull the emotion outof us like taffy. The
maudlin and melodramatic aspects of
Beaches arc precisely what kept me from be-
ing involved with the characters and their ex-
periences and moved in the direction the
writing was leading. It's amazing to me why
a director would want to ruin someone's
screenplay, and yet that is what has happen-
edhere.
. The three children in Beaches are fantastic.
Most of the time they playoff the other
characters so naturally that one forgets one
is watching a motion picture. The youngBette
Midler lookalike stands out as a perfect im-
itation of the real thing. And Lainie Kazan
is great as Bette Midler's overbearing-yet-wise
stage·mother. I found her performance in-
credible, espeelallyrealizing that she is only
about six years older than Midler isIn.real
Ii~ .
111spite of the positive contributions, one
of" the true tragedies of Beaches is, sadl¥,'
Midler.Untii the end, s~edlsplaysnoreal
emotion-she seems lobe plaYing at it rather
- " than. actually. feeling'. it~,Why . .the.. sutlden ,.
change from fluff to integrityjn a few
seconds of screentime? I would have bought
a little .more consistency in her character
.along with the "real" emotion.
Ultimately, Beaches is much too long. The
interminable final 20 minutes do not func-
tion as a wringer, I began to wonder if maybe
the producers had bought stock in a tissue
company and were hoping to make a haul by
drawing out the inevitable as long as. they
could. .
I must say, however, that Beaches is precise-
ly the kind of movie my mom would love.
.Not that she Iik.csbad movies especially; just
pull those strings, no matter how obvious,
and she will love it. . .
The director,at thl.! helm of this project,
failed to give a smooth flight. He jumbled
symbols, moods, effceis and acting styles.
And; after .the 'disastrous journey, the film .'
simply crashed and burned; ....
'-,' -, , , , ..
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Sculptures dlsplal
In Student Union
Sculptures by Boise artist
Uhlenkott are on display in the
Union Bolsean Lounge until Fet
Uhlenkott works with' a v,
-mediums including bronze, WOOl
stone. She also paints and has
exhibited her work in Boise am
Washington State.
Bob -Marley film to -
show this week
Blue Sky to perform
Jazz In SPEC on Feb. 3
Heartland Reggae stars Bob
Marley and features P~ter ~osh
and Jacob Miller In tt.IIS umque
concert film shot in Jamaica
during 1977-78. This Student
Program Board presentation
will show on Feb. 3 at 11p.m.
in the Student Union Ada Lounge
and on Feb. s at 7 p.m. in the
SPEC.
Also on the SPB film
calendar are Sex Madness and
Reefer Madness, two campy
films made in the 1930's to
warn young adults about the
dangers of lust and drugs and,
when viewed in the 1980's,
are full of with some funny
film footage, will be shown in
the-SPEC at 7 p.m. on Jan. 30.
The Tingler, starring Vincent
Price In this 1959 blood and
gore film, contains some.
original color sequences In •
addition to black and white
footage and will play .in the
Student UnionAda Loungeon .
. Feb. 1 at 3:15 p.m.
Paul Robeson: A Tribute to
an Artist, a documentary about
one of America's great artists,
captures Robeson experiences
in the early 1950's and will be
shown on Feb. 3 at 7 p.m. in
the Student Union Ada LDunge
and Feb..5 at 7 p.m. inthe .-
SPEC.
Admission to all SPB
sponsored movies is free to
BSU students with activity
card, $1 BSU faculty, staff and
high school students and $2.50
general. For more .'information
about the Student Programs
Board Spring 1989 film series
or to obtain a copy of the
schedule call, 385-3655.
Seattle jazz band Blue' Sky,
. selected in 1987 by a Seattle poll-as
one of that city's best local jazz bands,
will present a concertin the SPEC on
Feb. 3 at 8:15 p.m. .
The four-piece fusion quartet has
recently' appeared in concert with
Spyro Gyra, Tania Maria and Kenny
Rankin. The group has produced two
albums and the first "Blue Sky" was in
R & R's national top 20 for jazz
airplay In 1984.
Blue Sky is sponsored bY the
Student Programs aoard-and tickets
are available at all Select-a-Seat
outlets for $6.50 general admission.
BSU students may purchase tickets for
$3.50 at Union Station In the Student
Union.
Blue Sky will also perform a
free concert from 12:15-1 :15 p.m. in
the Union Street Cafe in the Student
. Union on Friday, Feb. 3.
Pantomimist Marcel
Marceau to appear In
Morrison Center Feb. 2
Universally acclaimed as the
-greatest living pantomimist, Marcel
Marceau will bring the famous BIP,
the clown with his striped pullover
and battered, beflowered opera hat, to
the Morrison Center main stage on
Feb. 2 at 8 p.m,
In addition to the BIP
pantomimes, Marceau will perform
. some of his famous style pantomimes.
Tickets are $15-$17.50 from all
Select-a-Seat outlets.
layed
Mon., Jan. 30 Non-Traditional Student
Support Group, Financial Aid for
Fall 1989, Chris Woodward of the
Finanqial Aid Office, noon-t :30
p.m., Student Union Teton Room
Women's Basketball, BSU vs,
Eastern Washington, 7:30 p.m.,
Pavilion
"tist A.D.
the Student
Feb. 24~ .
a variety of
vood and
as
and
SPB films, Reefer Madness, 7
p.m., and Sex Madness, 8 p.rn., .
SPEC; All Student Programs Board
sponsored films are free to BSU
students with activity card, $1 BSU
faculty and staff and high school
students and $2.50 general.
Marla Thorne Gloddeck art Marcel Marceau, mime, 8 p.m.,
exhibit, paintings, through March Morrison Center, tickets $15-
17, Boisean Lounge and Second Floor $17.50 from all Select-a-Seat
Gallery of the Student Union outlets
R.D.Uhlenkott art exhibit
sculpture, through Feb. 24, St~dent Fri., Feb. 3
Union Boisean Lounge
Leadership Quest, Leadership
Development seminar sponsored by
Student Activities office, 8:30 a.m.
5:30 p.m., Student Union Ballroom.
For more information, call 385-
1223.
Tues., Jan.. 31
Manowar and opening guests
Ripped Van ,Winkle in concert, 9
p.m., The Bouquet, tickets available
for $6 advance at the Record
.Exchange and $8 at the door
SPB film, Paul Robeson: A
Tribute to an Artist, 7 p.rn., SPEC.
Stars of the Soviet Ballet,
sponsored by the American
Festival Ballet, 8 p.m., Morrison
Center Main Hall
Mon., Feb. 6
SPB film, Heartland Reggae, 7
p.m., SPEC
Blues guitarist Buddy Guy,
sponsored by SPB, 9 p.m., Mardi
Gras, tickets $7 BSU students 'and
$10 general admission available at
,all Select-a-Seat outlets. Patrons
must be 21 years of age to attend.
Sat., Feb. 4
Blue Sky jazz band, sponsored by
SPB, .12:15-1:15 p.m., Student Women's basketball, BSU vs.
Union, Union Street Cafe, free Weber State College, 5:30 p.m.,
Pavilion .
Blue Sky jazz band, sponsored by
SPB, 8:15 p.m., SPEC, tickets
p.m., $6.50 general, $3.50 BSU students
from all Select-a-Seat outlets .
SPB film, .The Tingler, 3:15
Student Union Ada Lounge
I
Treasure Valley .Co."cert Band, SPBfllms, Paul Robeson: 'Tribute
. 8 p.m., Jewett Audhorlum, College to an Artist, 7 p.m., and Heartland
I of Idaho in Caldwell . . . Reggae, 11 p.m., Student Union Ada
Thurs., Feb. 2 Lounge
Faculty Artist Series, Bratt,
National Issues Forum, Crime- Wirston, & Parkinson, 7:3b p.m.,
What Wt1Fear, What Can Be Done, Morrison Center Recital Hall "
10:30 a.m, - noon, Student Union
Ballroom, contact Dr. Dennis
Donoghue at 385-3391 for more
information
Men's basketball, BSUvs.
p.m., Pavilion
'Kings .ot Metal'
Manowar to play at
Bouquet 'on Jan. 31
. Manowar, proclaimed as "the
loudest band in the world", "true metal
warriors", "the only band that
matters" by those in the metal know
will be in concert at the Bouquet on '
Jan. 31 at 9 p..m. Tickets are $6
advance from the Record Exchange and
$8 atthedoor. Local band Ripped Van
Winkle will be the opening guests.
........
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Sidelines
by Tom UoYd
The University Neil'S
"FinallY,' was probably what BSU
Head Basketball Coach.Bobby Dye
thought .. after the Broncos' road
sweep of Northern ArlzonaUniver-
sity and University of Nevada-Reno
last week. "AbsolutelY,' is what he
said when asked if the sweep was
sweet.
For Dye, it was the first time since
taking the helm in 1983 that the
sweep was accomplished. Last year,
he, conquered the Montana schools,
. the 'other tough road trip for the
Broncos in the Big Sky Conference.
What makes the NAU-UNR trip
so hard are the connections. They are
circuitous. Flagstaff, Ariz., may be
on old, famed Route 66, but' that
mode of travel, along with the train,
has changed.
Air travel became vouge; besides,
Interstate 40 supplanted the old
highway,. In order to get there, teams
fly elsewhere and then bus into
Flagstaff. The same goes after the
game, followed by a lengthy flight to
Reno.
If that is not enough, playing in
the cavernous Walkup Skydome with
the yellow haze from the lighting can
derail the best of teams. And if all
that will not do the trick, their record
will. Before the contest, the NAU
Lumberjacks supported a 1-5 Big Sky
mark, 2-14 overall.
"It's a tough place to play," Dye
said after BStJ's 72-53 victory. over
NAU, "and sometimes it's more dif-
ficult when their team is struggling,"
The Broncos took a 42-28 halftime
lead then quickly reeled off 10
straight unanswered points and the
rout was on.
BSU guard Chris Childs had 14
points' to lead a well-balanced Bron-
co scoring attack in which everyone
who played scored. Tho key statistics
were NAU's 17 turnovers to BSU's six
and the Broncos' 10 steals to the
Lumberjacks' three. Those are the
unsung parts of Bronco ball.
. Prophetically, Dye said after the
NAU game, "I think the Broncos are
Buckle Up,
Idahol ,
going to do areal solid job Saturday '. Broncos, who opened conference
night (against the Nevada-Reno Wolf play with four home games,
Pack}." "We needed togoonthe road,"
It proved to be no :easy task, Dye saId, where the pressure pulls the
though. The UNR Wol~Paek had the . team together, rather than home- -
week off to prepare for the Broncos. court expectations which exert an un-
Sometimes that can help, . but seen pressure.
sometimes it can hurt. This time it Because Dye has built a solid pro-
waS,ostensibly the former as, the gram at BSU and the Broncos' have
visitors from Boise raced away from been successful, the home loss to
the host team in their own Weber State started the rumor mill
methodical pattern. grist. But anyone connected to the
"It was a great effort by our kids," BSU program knows' Dye's
Dye said. "We dida great job tonight philosophy, and one game does not
to control the tempo, do those things a season make.
. wewanted todo,". . '.' "One at a time-that's what you
. Again, those'fellirig llttle statistics have to do," Dye said. "You can'tget
swayed heavily in the Broncos' favor. too up when you win one; you can't
Steals were 11-1 in favor of BSU, with get too down when you lose one.
the Wolf Pack turning the ball over You'd better stay solid."
17 times to the Broncos' seven. The Bronco road warriors have
Wilson Foster led BSU with 14 points one more test before playing before
followed by Childs's 12 and David . the faithful. The JSU Bengals host
Lowery's 10. BSU Feb. 2, then NAU visits the
This road trip might have been just Pavilion for a Feb. 4 game starting at
what the doctor ordered for the 7:30 p.m,
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( Broncosstomp.UNR,-NAUonroad
I've always said age is a great
equalizer. Diffident 1have always
been; craven came with the grey
in my beard. Some say sagacity is
what comes with age.) am not
sure which really does, but 1am
sure that 1saw fire ill,your notes,
It would 'not be a' fair fight.
You are still lean, supple, agile,
strong, basically closer to being in
shape than 1am. You could rope
and throw me before I knew what
hit me. My exercise' consists of
jogging, which merely thwarts the
caducity for a while.
Sol use the means 1 have to-
day. I have to tell you, I was not
avoiding you; I even came by one
of the few times 1 had an oppor-
tunity. I am not slighting you or
Mike Young and his wrestlers or
Thny Oddo and his roundballers
or Ed Jacoby and all the
tracksters. 1 apologize to all of
you collectively for not giving you
the proper coverage you deserve.
1believe in and support what you
are doing.
That brings me to the ulterior
reason for writing this. 1 am a
one-man show in the sports
department, and I have other jobs
and other lives. The remuneration
is a bonus because 1 love what 1
do, but it is a pittance. 1have ask-
ed, and the word has gone out, for
help. To date, no word. Perhaps
someone reading this will want to
be a budding sports writer-but
please say sports when you apply
or you will be snatched up do
other types of reporting. If I do
not get help, 1will do what 1can.
1am sorry Sam, that 1had to
play this again.
;:
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by Tom Lloyd
The University News
Dear Coach Sandmire,
It seems like every year about
,"this time 1am reduced to writing
aletter of apology. You notice 1. .
resorted to' the tools of my trade,
'.namely an open communique.
Why, after 1sawall those message
slips stacked in my mailbox, did
1do what all pusillanimous jour-
nalists do-e-run and hide behind
a typewriter, where the word is
mightier than the sword?
1was not always a poltroon. In
my younger days 1scrapped in the
trenches as a nose guard against
some Texas schoolboys. Later, 1
. stood in what football parlance
calls a pocket-mine always had
holes in it-and let rawboned
West Texans tear me limb from
limb in their minds-before and
after 1 threw an inflated, oblong
pig hide to lin equally intelligent
person who had the same destruc-
tive deed done to him that I in-
variably had done to me.
Having had my fill of this type
of behavior, 1 deeided the clviliz-
ed game of baseball would be the
ticket. But 1found that when the
little, horsehide covered sphere
was thrown in an errant fashion,
bodies would appear from
everywhere to-in baseball
parlance-get in the action.
And if that wasn't enough,
some would go .looking for it
afterwards. 1was a young adult in
earth years, but deflnately puerile
on the maturity side. It could be
said 1 ran with some pretty salty
dogs in Dallas, Waco and other
parts of Texas,
BSU senior KrIly Zedas bottoms-upon the beam durlngtbe meet with
SeaUle Pacific UniverSity Jan. 27. Zerfas assisted the usn team In set-
tlnga new school record; Photo by Mark P. Jonea
Woodsy Owl says
for Clean Air Ride a Bike
Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
Forest Service, U.S.D.A. I'D
SPORTS
-=!LYCRA POLYWICK POLYPRO,
.' TIGHTS T NECKS TIGHTS'
;:$18.95$16.95 $35.~5
by Tom Lloyd
The University News
Cilerianne Calkins finished third in
the all-around marks with a 36.30
mark.
Other BSU· finishers were Tracy
Trumbo, with a first place in the
vault, Calkins, with a second in the
vault and first on the bars, Noelle
Dragoo, with a third on the bars,
Karey MacMillan, with a third on the
beam,and Seeley, who added a se-
cond on the bars.
The gymnasts's next competition
will be Feb. 4 at San Jose State.
The BSU women's basketball team
upped their conference record to a
6-2 with wins over. University
Nevada-Reno, Jan. 25, and Northern
Arizona University Jan. 28. Their
overall record went to 14-4.
BSU rallied from a 22-17 halftime
deficit to win 55-45 in Reno, Nev.
Jocelyn Pfeifer led the scoring with
14 points.
Against the NAU Lurnberjills, the
host Broncos used two free throws by
Becky Sievers with one second left in
the game to eke out a 56-54 victory.
Pfeifer again had the hot hand scor-
,ilJ~ 24 points.:' ,
Last week the BSU gymnastics
team tied the school record, and ihis
week they broke it with a
J84.05~180.65 victory over Seattle
Pacific, Jan. 27, before a home
crowd.
Fighting adversity with two of
their top performers". (Lisa Treciak
and Cassie Harlow) out, freshman
Liz Seeley carried the banner, win-
ning the all-around title with a score
of 37.20, and tying a school record
.on the . beam with .a9.5 score. • • • •
BSU Senior Jocelyn Pfeifer plays u mean game of keep-away during the IJSU women's basketball game Jan,
27. The Lady IJroneos nosed the Lumberjills by a free throw. Photo by Mark P. Jones
".-.;'
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Other Broncos who placed were
K.C. Lane and Stuart Johnson who
both finished fourth. Scott Cline
placed fifth. .
•
.1
Georgia, and 'other Southeastern
Conference officials.
Georgia officials allegedly told
Dooley to slop recruiting academical-
ly unprepared athletes in the after-
. math of losing a lawsuit 10 Jan
Kemp, who had been fired for com-
plaining that she had been pressured
to pass athletes enrolled in her
remedial studies classes.
But Dooley's opponents still
recruited such athletes. To keep com-
petition even, Dooley convinced the
SEC to observe the same recruiting
rules he did, and then helped spon-
sor Proposition 42 to get all NCAA
schools to do so.
"It's a racist rule," Temple Univer-
sity Basketball Coach John Chaney
said. "For an athletic association to
dream up a nightmare for black
youngsters is totally insane."
"I'm not black, I have nothing to
gain," Louisiana Slate University
Basketball Coach Dale Brown said.
"But you have 'to call it for what it
is. What they're saying is 'we have a
colored water fountain here, a white
one here. We'll allow you to drink
from the white one if you pass this
test.' It's really disgusting. If I could
drop out of the NCAA, I'd do it."
Thompson said, "Athletics have
been one of the few hopes that socio-
economically disadvantaged kids
have had to introducethcmsclves to
society. I f these young people lit this
point in time no longer belong in
higher education institutions because
of the 700 on the college boards,
what arc we saying'!"
The college boards have been
regularly blasted by educators as
culturally biased against women and
minorities, making it harder for them
to get higher scores than white,
suburban' male students.
._-;.""
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Sportscene
Reach New Heights as a Resident Advisor!
Serve as an advisor to students. Implement developmental. programs.
Meet people and grow as a person.
Student Residential Life is accepting applications for
Residential Advisors for Fall Semester 1989.
Information and Applications are available at the main desk of the
Residence Halls, or at the Office of Student Residential Life,
Room 214, Administration Building. 385-3986
Applications will beaccepted through February 9, 1989
Boise State University is an Equid Opportunity/
Affirmative Action Institute
Must be full-time student with at least 2.25 G.P.A.
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Proposed NCAA rule'
called raclst, biased
The Bronco women will host
Eastern Washington University Feb.
2 at 7:30 p.m, and Weber State Feb.
4 at 5:45 p.rn. prior to the men's game
against NAU.
•
Heavyweight Pat McDade and
177.pounder Glenn Amador won
their matches to help the BSU wrest-
ling team finish fourth at the Moun-
tain Intercollegiate Wrestling
Association tournament in Provo.
Utah .
(CPS)-Freshman athletes at the
biggest sports schools in the country
will have to pay their own tuition if
they do not have certain standardiz-
ed lest scores or grade point averages,
the National Collegiate Athletic
Assoctiation decided at its annual
convention Jan. 14.
. The measure, known as Proposi-
tion42, provoked a storm of protest
from some coaches.
"What I am a little sick of is pco-:
pic excluding young people from
things," Georgetown University
Head Basketball Coach John
Thompson said. Thompson walked
off court during a Jan. 14 game
against Boston College and refused
to coach in a Jan. 18 game against
Providence College to protest the new
rule.
NCAA reformers said the rule was
cast as a way to keep colleges from
exploiting young athletes.
Currently. freshmen cannot par-
ticipate on NCAA Division I teams
if their Scholastic Aptitude Test
scores arc below 700, their American
College Testing program score is
below 15 and they did not graduate
from high school with at least 2.0
GPA's in certain core courses.
Yet freshmen remain on scholar-
ship their first year while they try to
bring lip their grades.
Under the new rule, colleges would
be prohibit cd from keeping the
students on athletic scholarships if
they do not have the grades 10
compete,
The NCAA estimates that 90 per-
cent of the 600 students affected
when the rule goes into effect in. the
fall of 1990 will be black.
The rulewas proposed and fueled,
critics said. by Vince Dooley, the
athletic director at the University' of
.. ' .' " , ..... ,,-,., '. - \,', .. \ 0-,- . \ , .,
l>y Bob Franklin
The University Neil'S
Merriment filled the cold air as
people. hungry for excitement, roam-
cd the winter festival, Kids, eager to
get a glimpse of Father Frost, a
Santa-like figure who leaves presents
for children on New Year's Eve, and
his helper snowmaidcn, peered
through the crowd. As the American
tour class entered the warm building,
a white dove of peace painted on the
wall caught their attention. Next to
it were the words. "There is no task
more urgent and important thanthat
of stopping the arms race."
The Winter Festival tour of the
, Soviet Union, composed of two BSU
professors, two BSU students and
nine community members, was spon-
sored by BSU's International Pro-
grams' Division of Community
Education. '
Phoebe Lundy, an associate pro-
lessor of history, led the two-week
study tour to the cities of Leningrad,
Kishinev 'and Moscow. Lundy has
taught Russian history since 1966 arid
has visited the U.S.S.R. on seven
other occasions.
The tour group left Boise Dec. 29
and joined students from Marquette
University of Milwaukee, Wis., upon
their arrival in Leningrad.
Lundy said she e;]CGllr;;b~~
Americans to leave the tour group
and do things on their own on occa-
sion. She said that, despi"te papillar
belief, Americans can move freely in
the Soviet Union. Restrictions apply
only to places dealing with national
security.
"We' had total freedom to do
whatever we wanted," Deanah
Messenger, one of the tw6 BSU
students, said.
Associate Professor of Com·
munication Suzanne McCorkle, who
went onlhe t~ur, said she thinks
"Americans have a .(ot of preeoncep·
ti'ons about the Soviet people based
on our feurs about the Soviet
government. "
Members of the group said -one
preconception many Alllericails have
ment, but there are so many more
things visible II) remind them of what
war can do. Those memories are still
very much alive," she said.
Flinn said they also saw "a lot of
peace posters amd a lot of different
things that said, 'Stop the nuclear
arms race.' "
Many Soviets go out at night and
walk along the streets, Flinn said. lilt
seemed kind of traditional. Even
people with babies, no matter how
cold it was, they would take their
babies out in the stroller for a walk."
"Sometimes we would go out at
night and walk around a little bit,
and I felt incredibly safe. People
would approach us to talk" and I
iiever felt threatened in any way, ,i she'
said. ' ,
Messenger-said the Soviet people
seem more willing toadmil their
country's mistakes than we arc.
"They are recognizing problems
and along with that recognition
comes a call to action. It seems like
they're calling for that action,
whereas we would rather not exmainc
the problems here-at least not at the
top level," she said.
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RECREATION CENTER
QUalifying Tournaments
You can win a spot on the BSURecreation 'Tournament Team 'and tra~el to
Portland, Oregon for the Regional Tournament,'
QUALlFYJNG EVENTS' In' POOL, BOWLING, TABi.E'I$NNIS, .CHESS,
TABLE SOCCER, BACKGAMMON, and PICTIONARY·
ENTRYDEADLINE10:00 am -FEBRUARY 4th
.Quallfying tOurnament· February 4 & 5
Sign ups- Student Union Recreation Center
desk. ,CAU. 385·1456 for morelnfclrmation
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"We went to a day care in the." and they asked, us questions about
relatively small city of Kishinicv,' our society and what we perceived as
Messenger said, "and that day care in _problems."
that agricultural community would McCorkle said seeing the war scars ,
put the very best, the 'most pro- of Leningrad and imagining what it
gessive, the best-funded, the top day was like for the people who lived
care in this country to shame. And there during World War IIwas, for.
having a daughter in day care-not her, the most impressive part of the
to ' put' down my daughter's day tour.
care-boy, was Iimpressed with their She said, "We study this in history
day-care system." and hear that Leningrad was under
Flinn said some Americans might siege by the Nazis for about 900 days.
imagine a Soviet day care center as But when you go there and look at
"stark .and not very color ful," but the city and realize that people were
"they had lots of toys to play with, starving, and that the Nazis were
and they were taught songs and had' about a half mile out of town shell-
dance and music lessons. I thought ing them every day, and you sec the
it was really culturally diverse," she shell marks on those beautiful
said. ,,',' ',' " ,cathedraIs .that could have been
, "The kills in the day care were destroyed during the war; it has a real
. amazing," Flinn said. "The children impact. It helps meunderstand why
put on a show for the tour group. the Soviet people arc concerned
They did dances and sang songs. about their borders and thcirna-
They even s~lJlga song in English for tional security and why they arc so
us." very interested in peace."
Messenger said that, in the Soviet Flinn said she believes "the Soviet
Union, "children arc treated as people realize the dangers of war
children. They're not allowed to have' much more than we do in this coun-
a job until they're 18. They're ex- try. I don't want to say that
SI'uden ts g' 0 tc US''s' R ~~~~~~~Ot~~V~a~/.r~il~hOOd and not everybody there is in the peace move-, " • Flinn said one thing which is "glar_Pholo,upper lell: • ,ingly -rlifferent" about the Soviet Soviet clowns lit the Winter l'estivlIllitended II)' BSU students on their trill
is that Soviet people are reluctant to culture is "how aware their young 10 the Soviet Union. photo courtesy Prof. Phoebe Lundy
talk with tourists. people are about things. I talked to
Lundy said Soviet citizens have thcscLt-year-old boys for over an
always been friendly and willing to hour, and.they Were so much more
talk to tourists. She said that if mature than the people I' know
Soviets appear more friendly now here-poeple the same age, or even
than in the past, it is only because people that I know in their twenties.
Americans are no longer afraid to go They were just so much more
out on their own and talk to Soviets. aware-politically aware, culturally
McCorkle said talking to the aware. It just seemed like worlds
Soviet people was "somewhat cmbar- apart."
rassing for us, because they know a "The first mention of Stalin that
great deal about the United States, we encountered in the conversation
and we don't know much beyond with people carne from these l4-year-
their history and current political old boys," Flinn said. "They knew
events." She said the Soviets know about him and they thought it was
about our rock groups, fashions and a dark period in their history."
current events, but most Americans Messenger said, "The Soviet peo-
do not know anything about their pie love Gorbachev, They are very en-
modern art or music. couragcd about what is taking place.
She also said many Soviet citizens One woman put it best when she
speak English, because their cduca- said, 'we are now ready to wail.'
tional system requires them to learn Because Gorbachev has a plan and
a second language and many of them is implementing it, they arc patient-
choose English. Iy awaiting lots of good things."
Messenger said she spoke to many Flinn said they talked to a law stu-
young people, a lot of whom were dent in Kishinev who belongs to the
college students, and they asked Moldavian Friendship Society and he
about lifestyles, literature and music said people who do not like Gor-
in the United States. bachev arc primarily ,"old party
"They want American music and members."
sometimes it's hard to get," "He was really honest," she said.
Me~senger said. "It's not that their "Wetalked about the Soviet system Soviet children at a Kishinicv day clIre center sing for their Ameril';n visitors.
government is censoring it-because and willit he perceived as problems, Photo courtesy Prot. Phoebe Lundy
they're not-it's a supply problem." p~~.~~"!"!"~~~'\"'!"~1I""!!""!'!!"!""'111""!"."""'!"!""'1~"."""'~IIIIlIII"."""'!"!""'1I111l111I1111111I111l111I111l111!""!'!IIIIlIIIIIIIlIIIIIIIlIII"""IIIIlIIIIIIIIIII"""IIIIlIII ......... '11
fa~~~~~J;u~~~~~t:::~e:n~~h;~l~n:~;;;!:,.'BilNl~,.$:;m,m,i()1·i;:,ij(jQ&If(,fIj(il$~.'IONm!S1·j:
more American authors than I dlJ,"
• Messenger said. '
Some of the Soviet people were
amazed to learn that many Americ,1l1
students work' and go to school at the
same time, ,Messenger said. "One
young man asked me,what I did, and
when I said that I go to school and
I work, he said, 'Is that possible?'
They don't do that. Tht)' gO'to school
:>r they work."
BSU student Alicia Flinn said
education in the U.S.S.R. is free, but
students mllst pass rigorous tests to
get into .the universitics.
Messcnger said she was impresss-
cd with the Soviet educational
system. "They take education
seriously, far more seriously than we
do," she said.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
WHArWE FEAR, WHAT CAN BE DONE
Thursday~February 2, 1989
10:30 am - 12:00 noon
BSUStudent Union Ballroom,
second 6ocx'
Sponsored by , Everyone welcome
School of Social Sciences & PubHcAffalrs
i\
, i
-_ ... _-
Wanted: Single Parents!
Fun! Family Aetivitiesl Support. The
Boise Chapter of Parents Without
Partners Can Help, Call:
Jerri: 385-9322
Larry: 344-2117
I STILL NEED A ROOMMATE TO
share my house near campus off
Warm 'Springs. Must like two cats
and one rat. More cats welcome. Rent
is $170 plus utilities. No Republicans
need apply, Call 345-8204, 338~630
or 344'6506 and leave a message for
Russell..
FREE €LASSIFIEDS «1>R BSU
students, Bring your student ID to
The University Nell's offices, across
from the Student Union Ree Center
door in the basement of the SUB
Annex.
TOO MUCH FREE TIME? AI)PLY
for a job reporting at The Universi-
ty News and learn who, what, where,
why, whcn and how. "
PIWCTOWGY PROJ<ESSOR DM
is diagnosing problems in thc
. classroom, free to all students who
take a class in News Reporting and
Writing,
i\
, i
EI{NIE: I'M TmED 01' CLEAN.
ing up after you. You arc a pig, I'm
sick and tired of your insane late-
night partying, so I'm moving out.
My attorney will be contacting you,
Bert
HELLO, GINA GREGORSON. KK
THANK YOU, MIKE HARDAWAY
for cleaning up the unholy mess left
to you.
(J[LCO(1£ ~
TO H
toSUFOUNO
(IIEIlLeY AJOW,YGto
TIlE RPpiA1J5t, 80TII
OF YOV,' EVUY
t.JO(K WE lJilt 8£
YEll( PIJLLIIJ6 FO~
R lRVGII FROM YOU.
fA SMIRK EVERV
AJOWIIIJI) THEAJIJJI.L
00.\ sour'S
GE TOAJ WrTJI TIlt
5110(,). I'tncl'
a.--..~
WELCOME HOME, ROBERTA K.
Peterson. ihope you enjoyed yourself
in Europe, Come visit. I know where
you live.
BLOOM COUNTY
ERIC LOVE-GOOD WORK IN
keeping the dream alive. Thank you
from your admirers on The Univer- ,
sity News staff.
.CONGRATULATIONS ON .YOUR
deal, Annette, Your son is a ncrf. KK
TICKETS FOR BWE SKY (JAZZ'
. fusion): Student-$3.50; available at
. thc Union Station in the Student
, Union,
NOW ACCEPTING DONATIONS
of Maalox for KEK,
DO YOU KNOW WHAT A LI-
brary is and the important function
it serves for student and faculty
researchers? If you do, please apply
for a position on thc State Board of
Education.
Brain
Bran
I.
1\
by Jim
McColly
The
Weekly
Crosswqrd
-'Puzzle
YOUR fAVORITEMARVErCOMICS AT,
YOURfAVO~ITE STORE! .
IUltABLE AT:
open Mon- Sat
llam-6 prO
New Mythology
Comics & science Fiction
New & Old Comics
New & Used Books
(SFlFantasy & Art)
Fantasy Games
Posters T-shirts
. Calendars
Gift Certificates
. Calvin and Hobbes
Far Side Bloom CoWlty
SFIMo'rieJMusic Mags
AND MORE
'1725 Broadway, Boise
• • • • • , .', • • • ; • • • • .. • • '. \ • ". ,.. ~ .'.. ;; '•.•. t •. .iI !. t' " ,I . til • I.. I.,', .. " ' .
ACROBB
1Trode
5 Piece 01cuI
tllnber
8SIelll
12 Young ~mon
13Mocow
14 Donlall Islond
15 Exchange
premium
16Soulh ... 1Allon
holiday
17MoIed_.
16 Splrlluallat'o .
meetlng
20 Funeral car
22 Symbol lor
tellurium .
23 SCorch
24 Alulte
21 Hu rererence
10
31 AulI1
J2 Roocuu
33 Spocl<
34~
.38 ConOOJVlllYo
37 COUntry 01AaIo
38_lnlloly
38 Prohibited
42 Annoy
48Rog"",
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TIll/US MORE TO YOUR WORlO TH4AJ
IJKOOM «ao» IIIJO ZIG6V,
lOST £ FOVAJO. OECIOE FOR VO/JRiOElF.
SPA IS MO OS Ell'll.P U NI 5 H II~AI/OOR
~~
SA R S ~Ii•• U R A L R'EE T E IH ER I,; A AR EMAM AD 0 Y E AIR A T R E T TA R TEMU AM EN OED
50 -A LOE DIMS P UR "N AT A L T AP E A L EO E L OP E 5
IIllls L E OS S 5 IRK
47 Angot
"9 Transaction
50AJlghl
510lloprlng
52 Gaelic
53 Heraldry: -,
gralled
54 Anlall
55 Sow
26 Frotmwator fish
27 Gorden 01Eden
2BArtUiclai
language
28 And nol
30 Pigpen
32Wllhered
3S Angry Oulburol
36 Hurts
36 Hebrew Iettar
39 Bundle
40 1.lond 011
Iroland
41 L....
42 Aw.1I
settlement
43 Biblical o:JOed
4401hOfWl ..
45Mu>1clIJ
Instrument
40 White House
nlckname
DOWN
1Watering placet
2 Canyon
38010
4 Quickly: COlloq.
S Tardy .
6 Nallve melal
7 Ariulaaod
8 Alrlcal1d._
GRip
10SIni
11SIlOCl<
lG Symbol lor
cortum
21Dl_
23 Lucky number
24 Grain
25 HUlen
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YWCA at BSU
by Rosemary E. Hanlin
The University News
. A university chapter of the
Young Women's Christian
Association is being formed at
BSU. The chapter, which will be
affiliated with the national
university and college YWCA
organization and the YWCA of
the USA, is being formed with the
help of communication professor
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle.
According to the V.,WCA na-
, " tional cOflstitution,the idea
~behiiid:allYWCAs is the
"elimination of racism and sex-
ism" and the "empowerment of
women."
Though thegroup is still in the
formation stages, women in-
terested may now join. For more
information, call. 345-0355.
.N" •.
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COUPON
Leain to li\'ewith someone
I·, Who's li~ ..;a.II.
wi can.. cer.. • .. us.·'
l'AMERICAN CANCER ~
Enrollment ---
continued frompage one
' ....
loan when their (yearly) family in-
come may be $10,000."
Both the ACE report and a
separate study issued by the Joint
Center for Political Studies say
another reason for the decline might
be attributed to a retreat in civil
rights enforcement in higher educa-
tion under the Reagan admini-
stration,
Under Reagan, staffing for the
Department of Education's Office of
Civil Rights was cut by one fourth,
and its budget was reduced by $2,8
million, according to the JCPS
study's author, Gary Orfield.
The administration was deliberate-
ly hostile to the enforcement agency's
goals, Orfield said, and "deliberate-
ly blocked the flow of information
from enforcement agencies that
would have demonstrated the true ex-
tent of the retreat on civil rights,"
Youdont need youfRarents' money
tobuyaMacmtosh
Free pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
342-1898
An ~p L. <'OnO"".II.' and FAt,,:r,
......
" Balloon Arran2ements
., AlrwalkersTP'
" BalloGne)/Baskets
" Giant Mylar Balloons
., Coffee Muaers
., ,BearExpressions -
Personalized TeddY Bears
" Valentine cardsr
., candy·
US~:
CAlDS - IA1I.OONs - 'CANDY
222 N.•9th St.
342-3oo'l
.,WEDEUUER •
Amnesty ---.;.....:-~----.,;;..,.....-----~--
continued from page one
Iy receives money from private dona-
tions, membership dues from-the na-
tional organization and benefit con-
certs. Baines said Al does not
"believe that governments are bad,
only that they do some things that
are bad,"
Baines said the big names and con-
certs act as a medium to inform and
influence people, especially younger
people.
The first large-scale AI benefit. r------;-------,
concert, Tire Secret Policeman's Ball,
was sponsored and organized by
Monty Python's John: Clccse in 1982.
In I988,JheHlIIllan Rig(,fS Now tour
spread AI's 'messagethroughout the
world.' '
AI has campus and local chapters,
both having different jobs. Campus
groups, for the most part, do not get
"adoption',' cases, butinstead work
on urgent actions-bulletins, letters
and reports which arc sent out to in-
form others that someone in a coun-
try may have been kidnapped. By •
sending outletters and reports, an .
"eye" can be kept out for that in-
dividual, Baines said.
campus AI chapters are operating
at C of I and U of I, he said.
People interested in joining the
BSU chapter should call Cliff Baines
'at 385-0732. The group meets the
third Thursday of every month in the
Student Union Teton Room at 6 p.m.
Amiouncmg the opening of our .new Bolse Store
WMUsrARD1S .
v~~~~.. CHICAGO STYLE HOTDOGS:
Regular Chi~go· Dog, . •
French Fries,&:$2· ·59
M~diu~~oft.DIink. . .. ..• .",'.,, :' . '., ". ..: . ... :+ tax
. btcludes ;'The WORKS": Mustard:' ReiJsh~ .
Onions, Tomato, Pickle, Hot "Sport" Pepper,
and a sprinkle of Celery Salt, all on a steamed
Poppy seed Bun.
It's never been dilfkult Ii II' sludl'nls It I ronvinu:
their pafl'lllS of the need Ii Ira M:Il'illlosl( l'OIllPUll'f
:11 schlXll. ,
I\'fsuading lhellllt I \iTill'lhe dwck, hI 1\\'l'll'f, is'
anI Illwf Ihing :lltogelhl'r.
Whil'h is why Apple created lhe SludelllIAr.nl10
O\\'n ProgrJlll, An ingenious hillprograllllhalmakes
buying a Macinlosh as easy :l~usi,ng one, .
Simply pick up an appliGllion alllw local ion
Iisled hdo\\', or c:llI HOOK,~110AN,All your parellls
need III dll is fill iloUI, sign iI, and send it. --iMlliiiii
If Ihey quality, they'll feceil'l' a check.
, Whirh girl'S you and YOUfpannts plellly of t inw
IIIdcridl' just \\'Ill Ipays IiIf itall.
S.
- IntrodudngApple's
, ~ . Student Loan-hl DWlI progr;1I11
.The Camp~ Computer Store -
. . Across from the Student Union
_ - ,DATA CENTER ANNEX
kTI'ithiWw Mfa -,_ ,...... _.- -
Buckle Up,
. Idaho!
. =.:.;, .
401 Parkcenter Blvd.
in front of the Comprl Hotel
Open Dally - Limit
3per Coupon
Plake.ItYour Law
for Life.
Just their signature
lilf\'oU ill jusl ;11l,\\, 11'l'I,b,
- '1:lwfl''s IIIJt'l111;i1l'I~II,NlllWl'd II Iprt IH' IIn:lIld:11
Iwt!ship, Nll:lpplir:llillil kl',
Ill'stl Ifall, Ihl' II1:l1lp:tyllll'I1lSGill hl' sprl':ld IJIl'f
:l~m:lllY as 10Yl':lr,~,
- ..
I!J jljt-;H :\pl'l\' (:1I1I11'1I1t-r. Itk, .\pplj·, 11ll'Applt Itlj.~tI.;ulli ~bt illlu'Ih .Ht' ft~i..lt',,·,llr.tlklll.Hl .. '1l1"\IIP'" t i11Ilplll'·1. f/;,
